Abstract. In this paper we study multivalued martingales in continuous time. First we show that every multivalued martingales in continuous time can be represented as the closure of a sequence of martingale selections. Then we prove two results concerning the cadlag modi cations of continuous time multivalued martingales in Kuratowski-Mosco convergence and in the convergence in Hausdor metric respectively. As for the study of the regularity of vector-valued processes which admit cadlag modi cations, we can refer to the works of Choi-Sucheston 8] concerning uniform amarts and Frangos 13] concerning separable positive integrable submartingales on an ordered continuous Banach lattice.
x1. INTRODUCTION
Multivalued processes(set-valued processes) in discrete time have been studied by many authors. This notion extends those of real and vector random processes and it is interesting that there are a lot of convergence and representation results analogous to those existing for single-valued processes. This line of recent research can be traced in the works of Bagchi 1, 2] , Dam 9] , Daures 10] , Gin e-Hahn-Zinn 15], GutSchmidt 16], Hess 17, 18 ], Hiai-Umegaki 20], Luu 22 ], ,SalinettiWets 31] and . The more recent works among this list obtained many profound convergence results and representation theorems concerning martingale or amart selections for multivalued martingale-like processes.
As for the study of the regularity of vector-valued processes which admit cadlag modi cations, we can refer to the works of concerning uniform amarts and Frangos 13] concerning separable positive integrable submartingales on an ordered continuous Banach lattice.
The purpose of the present paper is to discuss some questions of continuous parameter multivalued martingales. The questions are their representations and their cadlag modi cations. Some preliminaries are given in Section 2. In Section 3, a representation result for closed martingales is given; the main result of this section is the representation theorem for continuous parameter multivalued martingales which have weakly compact and convex values or the dual space X is strongly separable. In section 4, a general limit theorem analogous to Choi-Sucheston 8] Theorems 2.3 and 3.2 is given rst. Then we prove two convergence results for closed martingales in ascending and descending case in Kuratowski-Mosco(K-M) convergence and in the convergence in Hausdor metric. At last, Section 5 provides two other main results concerning the cadlag modi catons for multivalued martingales in continous time. Theorem 5.3 admits the right continuity and the left-limit in the cadlag modi cation with respect to the K-M convergence and every such process is uniformly bounded(in t 0) by a multifunction which has weakly compact and convex values. While Theorem 5.4 takes the convergence in the Hausdor metric at the expense of the restriction that these processes can be obtained as the limit of simple multifunctions in the complete metric space (L 1 fc (X); ).
x2. NOTATIONS AND PRELIMINARIES
Throughout this paper, ( ; F; P) is a complete probability space. We denote by Z(resp. J,J) the set of (resp. positive, nonnegative) integers and by R(resp. R + ) the set of real numbers(resp. non-negative real numbers). Let (F t ; t 0) be a sub -eld ltration on ( ; F; P), which satis es the usual conditions(complete and right continuous). is a stopping time of (F t ). An increasing sequence 1 , 2 ... of stopping time is said to announce if lim n!1 n = and n < (except on f = 0g). Similarily a decreasing sequence of stopping times is said to recall if lim n!1 n = and n > (except onf = 1g). A predictable time is a stopping time that is announced by some sequence ( n ).A stopping time is called simple if it takes nitely many nite values. Let T denote the set of all simple stopping time and T(S) the set of all simple stopping times with values in S , where S is a countable dense subset of R + containing 0.
X denotes a separable Banach space with the dual space X , C the family of nonempty bounded close convex subsets of X, K the family of non-empty weakly compact convex subset of X. We denote D a countable dense subset of X and D (resp. D (M)) a countable dense subset of X in strong topology(resp. in Mackey topology m(X ; X)). Given subsets A; B and C of X, the distance function d( ; C),the support function s( ; C) and Hausdorff distance h(A; B) are de ned the same as (1) ff t ; F t ; t 2 Qg is a vector-valued martingale, (2) 8t 2 Q;f t 2 S 1 F t (F t ).
The set of martingale selections of a multivalued process fF t ; F t ; t 2 Qg will be denoted by MS(F t )(or MS(F n ), if Q Z).
We start with the following two simple lemmas.
Lemma. 2.1 Suppose that (C; C n ; n 2 J) K Lemma. 3 .1 Suppose that F 2 L 1 fc , -eld G F, then there exists a sequence ff i ; i 1g S 1 F , such that F(!) = clff i (!); i 1g; 8! 2 , and E(F j G) = clfE(f i j G); i 1g; a:s:
Proof. There exist (f n ; n 1) S 1 F and (g n ; n 1) S 1 E(FjG) (G) = clfE(f j G); f 2 S 1 F g such that F(!) = clff n (!); n 1g; a:s:
E(F j G)(!) = clfg n (!); n 1g; a:s: for m 1 and j 1. Then we have F = clff n ; f m;k(j) ; n 1; m 1; j 1g; E(F j G) = clfE(f n j G); E(f m;k(j) j G); n 1; m 1; j 1g a:s: (3.4) This completes the proof of Lemma 3.1.
From Lemma 3.1 we can easily prove the following theorem.
Theorem. 3 The following lemma concerns martingales having three items.
Lemma. 3. for the sampling sequence fF n ; F n ; n 2 Jg, there exists a sequence of point-valued martingales fg k n ; F n ; n 2 Jg k 1 in MS(F n ) such that for any n 2 J, F n (!) = clfg k n (!); k 1g; 8! 2 . If t 2 J, we de ne f k t = g k t for every k 1.
Now for a xed t 2 R + n J, there exists an n 2 J such that n < t < n + 1. Then the three-term martingale fF s ; F s ; s = n; t; n + 1g satis es the hypothesis of In the sequel, we discuss discrete parameter processes adapted to an increasing -eld ltration (F n ; n 2 Z). Denote Combining (4.5) and (4.9)( or (4.13)), we obtain the proof.
For the reversed martingales, we can prove the result similarly as above. Remark. 4.1 Combining Wang-Xue 34] Theorem 2.1 and 3.2, we can also obtain the result for ascending parameter case.
We have an analogous result in the convergence in Hausdor metric for reversed martingales with F 2 L 1 c . Theorem. 4 Thus by the convergence of real reversed martingales h(F n ; F ?1 ) = h( We obtain the proof. 
